For the rigid body simulation, robust and efficient rigid body dynamic simulation algorithm is developed. The rotation of rigid body is represented using quaternion and volume based collision detection algorithm is developed. The rigid body is subdivided into voxels, and collision detection is carried out with spheres that include voxels. The strategy for determining time step is described. Several examples are shown to demonstrate the efficiency, robustness and applicability to the non-convex objects of the method, and compared with polygon-based method. It is shown that by changing the level of sphere subdivision, it is possible to control the accuracy and computational efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
The simulation of rock fall can be categorized into mass point system and rigid body system. Since in general the rotational energy of rock is not negligible, the empirical or experimental parameter needs to be used in the point mass system, and thus less accurate.
For the simulation of rigid body dynamics, DEM (Distinct Element Method) developed by Cundall 1) and DDA (Discontinuous Deformation Analysis) developed by Shi 2) that considers deformation of objects are 2 major methods. These methods have been applied to the rock fall analysis but most analysis uses 2 dimensional model, which is quite different from real situations. However, the extension of rigid body dynamics to 3 dimensions is quite difficult in algorithm and computational load.
On the other hand, in the field of computer graphics almost all computation is carried out in 3 dimensions. These days more and more physics base simulations are used in creating motions of realistic animations. In this paper, we propose to use the algorithm based on the rigid body dynamics technology that is used in the field of computer graphics, and considers the possibility of using them in the rock fall simulations.
Most difficult part of the rigid body dynamics is collision detection. Jimenez et al. 3) gives good survey of the collision detection technique. Traditional collision detection often fails and penetration of objects occurs quite often. Another problem is collision detection of non-convex objects. For the collision detection of convex objects, GJK (Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi) algorithm 4) is quite effective. However, for non-convex objects GJK algorithm requires the objects to be divided into several convex objects to enable collision detection, which cannot be done automatically Bounding box and oriented bounding box approaches approximate the objects by rectangles or oriented rectangles and are good for very rough approximation but collision detection is not accurate. OBBTree 5) is collision detection technique using oriented bounding box in hierarchical way. Dingliana and O'Sullivan 6) proposed sphere tree based collision detection technique that is good balance of accuracy and efficiency. However, their application is limited to primitive 2D examples. In this paper, we implement the sphere tree based algorithm into 3 dimensional rigid body dynamics and verify the accuracy, 6, pp.131-139, 2003.8) 186s efficiency and robustness in detail.
In chapter 2 we describe rigid body dynamics using quaternion, which is commonly used in computer graphics to describe 3 dimensional rotations. In chapter 3 we describe volume based collision detection technique. Finally we are show several examples to demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of the method. The proposed collision detection method can be utilized in either DEM or DDA.
RIGID BODY DYNAMICS
The rigid body dynamics in 3 dimension is described in the following manner. State variables for single rigid body are defined as follows 7) .
where is position vector at the center of gravity, and
is momentum vector and is angular momentum vector. The time differentiation of this state variable becomes as follows.
where is velocity and ( ) t v ( ) t ω is angular velocity.
From the equation of motion, we have following relations.
(
where is external force and is external moment, m is mass of rigid body and I is moment of inertia matrix. By integrating this differential equation over time domain, we obtain the state of rigid body at each time step. In this paper, we employ explicit Euler time integration scheme.
It is known that using 3 by 3 rotational matrix ( ) R t obtained from Euler angles causes numerical instability due to accumulation of numerical error. This problem was solved by employing quaternion 8) . Quaternion consists of 1 scalar components and 3 vector components, as follows.
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where i,j,k are different imaginary unit and have following properties.
The quaternion that rotates around axis can be defined as follows.
When a quaternion is given, the corresponding rotation matrix can be defined as follows, hence the quaternion and rotation matrix can be transformed each other. 
Using quaternion equation of motion can be described as follows.
where
is quaternion and the product of quaternion is defined as follows.
VOLUME BASED COLLISION DETECTION
In the traditional collision detection methods, the collision between polygons are handled by detecting the intersection between vertex vs. face, and edge vs. edge. This process requires quite complicated algorithm and sometimes fails to detect the collision that results in the penetrations of objects. Also different type of collisions results into different evaluation of collision force, which again complicates the simulation algorithm. These difficulties reduce the robustness and computational efficiency of the algorithm. Here, we employ the sphere tree based collision detection algorithm 6 ) . An object is originally defined in the form of polygon. As preprocess, we define voxel subdivision of the polygon in different level as shown in Fig. 1 . Sphere that include each voxel is defined. The voxel that consists of single cube is called as level 0, and subdivide each edge by 2 to obtain one level higher subdivision. collisions between objects are judged by the collisions of spheres. By increasing level we get more accuracy in shape representation of objects, hence more accuracy in collision detection, with more computational time. By changing the level, we can control the accuracy and computational efficiency easily. For the sphere of level 0, a sphere that includes the object is used instead of sphere that include the cube, for better accuracy. The algorithm of collision detection is as follows. By obtaining the distance be tween center of level 0 spheres of objects and comparing them with the radii of them, we can check the possibility of collision between 2 objects. If there is collision between spheres, we increase the level of subdivision of both objects and check the collision between spheres, until we reach the maximum level of subdivision defined in advance. By subdividing the only spheres that collide each other as shown in Fig. 3 , the computational efficiency can be increased dramatically. Overall algorithm becomes as follows. Level 2 Level k collision detection step 1. The distance between centers of two objects d is checked. If d is less than sum of 2 radii, go to step 2. Else , go to step 4. step 2. Check collisions between Level k spheres of object 1 and object2. If there are collisions, go to step 3. Else, go to step 4. When collision is detected, the collision forces need to be computed to obtain the motion after collision. Since the forces act in quite short time, we consider them as impulse force, and consider to act at the mid-point of the centers of 2 colliding spheres. When we take the center of each sphere as and , the direction of impulse force becomes as follows when no friction is acting, as shown in Fig. 4 . When friction is acting, the friction force is applied by multiplying coefficient of friction to the normal force. 
When we denote -as before collision and + as after collision, the relative velocity of spheres rel v − (before collision) and rel v + (after collision) can be calculated as follows. 
The angular velocity ω can be considered as follows.
The velocity of the center of sphere is described by the position of the center of gravity g x and vector r of the center of sphere from the center of gravity. 
When we denote the change of the momentum as j and mass of object as M, and moment of inertia matrix as I, we obtain following relations. I j
By substituting (15) and (16) into (14) we obtain from . From equations (11), (12) and (13), we obtain j as follows. 
TIME STEP
As we mentioned, explicit Euler scheme is used for time integration. For the case with frequent collisions, which we consider, higher order integration scheme such as Runge-Kutta method with longer time step does not give good accuracy, but simple scheme with short time step works better. The time step t Δ is decided from the accuracy for collision and robustness. In the collision detection using polygon based algorithm, the determination of this time step is quite difficult. When too large time step is used the penetration between objects will occur. However, there is no indicator for the time step and only empirical values are used. On the other hand, in the volume based collision detection that is described here, the time step that guarantees no penetration can be determined from the size of sphere as follows. Fig. 5 shows the condition which penetration is most likely to occur. We consider the situation that in the previous time step no collision has been detected, but both spheres approach at some velocity. In this situation, when the time step is taken as follows, the penetration never occurs, where v max is the maximum speed between spheres and r is the radius of the sphere. we can obtain the maximum time step as follows. 
VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY
In example 1 the accuracy and computational efficiency for different level of subdivision is checked. From example 2 to 4 the collision detection algorithm described here is compared with the polygon based collision detection algorithm described in [Baraff 1999 ]. (We call them "traditional algorithm".) Other than collision detection algorithm, same equation of motion and same time integration scheme are used. Example 5 is for demonstration for the handling of non-convex objects. Computational time shown here is only for simulation and does not include the time for rendering. The PC used for the computation is 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 with 1 GB memory. In all cases the density is 0.8 g/cm 3 , restitution coefficient 0.5, and coefficient of dynamic friction 0.3 for the friction between objects and 0.8 for the friction with floor are used.
(1) Verification of Accuracy
In example 1 the level of subdivision is changed. 2 cubes with 30 cm sides are used and one cube is standing still at (0, 0, 15) cm and the other cube is projected from (100, 20, 30) cm with velocity (-500, 0, 0) cm/sec with no angular velocity. After 2 seconds both objects stayed standstill, and the position of center of gravity of each object at that time is compared with reference solution, which is taken as the solution of level 6 with time step 1/2160 sec, with the assumption that with higher level the solution is better. At each level time step is taken from equation (20) . Fig. 8 shows the error and solution time from the level 3 to 6. Error is average of the difference from reference solution. The tendency that as the level of subdivision increases, the error reduces is shown. Also the computational time increases with almost 4 th power of level. Also in each case no penetration is observed, which shows the appropriateness of the time step of equation (21).
(2) Comparison with polygon based method
For the second example the projection of objects of shape shown in Fig. 9 (left) is compared with traditional polygon based collision detection. Fig. 9 shows from left to right, original shape with 12 polygons, sphere subdivision of level 2 , 3 , 4 respectively. From time 0 to 4 second 10 objects are projected from height 1 m with horizontal speed 2 m/s and vertical speed 0.5 m/s and simulation during 5 seconds are carried out. With level 4 equation (21) gives Δt max =1/113 (sec), and Δt=1/120 (sec) is used for each simulation. In traditional method there is no indicator to determine time step so several Δt are used. In the traditional method time step need to be determined empirically to obtain the results with no penetration. With Δt =1/1440 and 1/1920, the penetrations of objects are observed as Fig. 10 . With Δt =1/2400 a result with no penetration is obtained. In voxel based method no penetration occurrs even with Δt =1/120 in each level. The solution time for each case is shown in Fig. 11 . The reason why it takes more solution time with Δt =1/1440 than 1/1920 is because of penetration, the number of collision detection increases. It is shown that the collision de tection algorithm described in this paper is effective in both robustness and computational time. The view in the mid of simulation is shown in Fig. 12 .
In the traditional method with polygon collision detection the solution time depends on the number of polygons, and it is usually hard to handle complex objects with many polygons. On the other hand volume based collision detection does not depend on the geometric complexity of the objects, but depends only on the level of subdivision. To demonstrate this feature, the objects with 192 polygons shown in Fig. 14 are used. Initially 2 objects stays standstill on the floor. 4 objects with same shape are projected with time 1, 2, 3 and 4 second and simulation was carried out until 6 seconds. old ( Since Δt max =1/80 with level 4, Δt =1/120 is used for new method. In traditional method Δt=1/120 and 1/600 are used. The solution time for each case is shown in Fig. 13 . It should be noted that horizontal axis is shown in logarithm, and the difference of traditional and new method is quite big. The halfway view of the simulation process is shown in Fig. 14 . old ( 
191s (4) Pile up of objects
In the example 4, objects are piled up, in which case the penetration of objects becomes very likely to occur. From the 2 positions at height 0.5 m objects with 24 polygons are dropped each other (Fig. 15) up to 10, 20, and 30 objects during 10 sec. Again no penetrations are observed in new method with Δt =1/150, while penetrations (Fig. 16) have been observed with traditional method even with Δt =1/600 and 1/1200. The computational time for each case is compared in Fig. 17 . It can be observed that the rate of the increase of the solution time with respect to the increase of objects is much less with new method. One big advantage of this new method is that handling of non convex objects is easy, while in the polygon based method handling of non convex objects takes several times more computational time. In this example the cross shape objects shown in Fig. 18 are used. The voxel subdivision is shown in Fig. 2 . 26 objects of this shape are dropped from the height 1.5 m from time 0 to 12 sec in even interval and simulation until time 18 sec is carried out. Solution time is about 1500 sec. The halfway view of the simulation process is shown in Fig. 19 .
(6) Simulation of falling rocks
Final example is the simulation of rocks falling along the slope. Geometric model of slope is generated, and objects with 24 polygons of shape in Fig. 9 are fallen from the top of the slope.
The rocks are projected randomly from the position shown in the dot in Fig. 21 . 
CONCLUSION
For the simulation of rigid body dynamics, we have presented the robust and fast algorithm. The rotation of rigid body is represented using quaternion and collision detection algorithm based on volume sphere is developed, which is much robust and fast compared with polygon based algorithm. By changing the level of the subdivision, control of accuracy and efficiency is quite easy. Also the simple algorithm to determine time step to prevent penetration is shown for robust simulation. Several examples are shown for verification, and it is shown that new method is much robust and fast, especially when the objects are complicated and constst of many polygons, and it can handle non-convex objects easily.
